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Some main specificities of public activities 

This lecture reviews the institutional economics based theoretical background that is 

used to study the process and outcome of public activities. Core issues: 

• The applicability and constraints of welfare economics and public choice 

• The nature of political bargains and its implication for political processes 

• The institutional, economic and social factors that shape the transition between 

different regulatory regimes literature: 

• Dixit, Avinash (1996) The Making of Economic Policy: a Transaction-Cost 

Perspective MIT Press, Cambridge, MASS 

• Glaeser, Edward L., Shleifer, Andrei (2003) The Rise of the Regulatory State JEL, 

Vol. 41 

• Szepesi Balázs (2008) Political Economy of Public Development Activities CEU – 

PhD Dissertation - http://www.etd.ceu.hu/2008/pphszb01.pdf 
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Szepesi (2008) Political Economy of Public 

Development Activities 

Szepesi Balázs (2008) Political Economy of Public Development Activities CEU – PhD 

Dissertation 

Content 

• Questions and motivation 

• Definition of public development activities 

• Part I – Analyzing change of demand for policy 

– Overview of models 

– Results 

• Part II – Bargaining over policy 

– Approach and overview of models 

– Results of model 

– Consequence of results 

• Main results 

• Further work 

Questions and motivation 

Questions: 

• How do external circumstances shape economic actors’ demand for public 

development activities? 

• How can interest aggregation be conceptualized in a parsimonious way? 

• Motivation: Contribute to the development of policy analysis tools that decrease the 

transaction cost of policy making. 
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How to define development policy without 

normative concept of development? 

• Focus on future oriented activities – Investment, Innovation, Accumulation 

• Public activity has direct or indirect effect on IIA – That is what I call public 

development activity. 

• Strategies of stakeholders define an equilibrium of these public activities – 

exogenous shocks can modify the path of this equilibrium. 

Public development activities 

”Public development activities are actions of public actors to invest, innovate and 

accumulate and to facilitate investment, innovation and accumulation activities of private 

actors. These programs respond to the changes in external conditions (endowments, 

technologies and transaction costs) directly and indirectly through the revised claims of 

private actors due to the changes. This dissertation will study public development 

activities asking the following question: How do the changes in endowments, 

technologies and transaction costs influence the volume and structure of elements in 

public development activities?” – p. 15 

Part I – Analyzing change of demand for 

policy 

• Q: How do external circumstances shape economic actors’ demand for public 

development activities? 

• Most widespread economic approaches disregard this issue 
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– In perfect competition or in case of unitary elasticity of substitution this 

divergence is not present 

• Divergence of interests due to differences in the magnitude of policy impacts (not 

redistribution) 

• Market structure based explanation (Krugman ’96), assuming monopolistic 

competition (Dixit-Stiglitz ‘77) – finite elasticity of substitution (CES), free entry, fix 

cost of production 

Part I – Definition of policy in the models 

• A simplified tax structure – a given amount is paid after units of endowments 

• Policy uses tax incomes to improve endowments or technologies 

• Policies are assumed to have decreasing return to scale 

• It is assumed that real impact of policy is independent of ex ante situation 

Part I – Model I 

• Perfectly competitive submarkets of two imperfect substitutes 

• Price of input is fixed in the labor sector 

• Perfectly competitive submarkets of two imperfect substitutes 

Part I – Model II  

• One market and two company groups in monopolistic competition 

• Labor cover variable costs, capital financed fixed ones 

• One united markets with two different suppliers  

• Price of labor is unitary in the basic sector 
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Part I – Model III 

• Two company groups on the same product and labor markets 

• Both sectors use the same labor pool 

• Price of labor is unitary 

• Capital is sector specific  

Part I – Model IV 

• Monopolistic competition of two sectors with exogenous numeraire 

• Modification of model II 

• Now numeraire is input of a third, neglected sector 

• Both sectors react similarly to exogenous shocks 

Part I – Results I 

• Demand for policy reflects economic changes 

• Different settings concerning market structure give different results 

• Numeraire matters – if there is a basic sector, agreement concerning policies for 

advanced sector and for most policies when basic sector develops; without 

numeraire, no general consensus 

Part I – Results II 

• Advantage at the advantaged – the more developed industries will be favored by 

public programs – without assuming bargaining power bias 

• Duality curse  – good prospects of basic sectors or balanced development of 

economic sectors – conflicts are weak – higher advantage of more sophisticated 
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sector – the more dual the economy – the more conflicts emerge concerning 

policies  

• Efficient market – responsive policy trade-off – it is hard to develop market and 

to avoid conflicts concerning public policy at the same time 

Part II – Bargaining over policy 

• Q: How can interest aggregation be conceptualized in a parsimonious way? 

• The Nash Bargaining Concept 

– Bargaining is a kind of equilibrium selection process. 

– Rational actors are able to utilize the potential gains of cooperation if they can 

agree and keep agreements. 

– This concept is intended to summarize the result of negotiation stories. 

– Technical assumptions are broadly accepted in economics. 

• Literature review to demonstrate that key findings of models fits to the literature. 

Part II – Modeling policy bargaining 

• Nash Bargaining framework – weighted product of net utility gains is to be 

maximized. 

• Both actors welcome a certain level of intervention but in different size, agreement 

is necessary for implementation. 

• Investment to improve bargaining position or exit option before bargaining is 

assumed. 
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Part II – Results of modeling policy 

bargaining 

1. Bargaining reflects demand for policy. 

2. Position determines success. 

3. An ally is always helpful. 

4. Stakes motivate political activity. 

5. Importance of policy increases political activity. 

6. Better position smoothes political investment. 

7. Rivalry motivates the stronger, threatens the weaker. 

8. If voice less, spend on exit. 

9. Political investment and payoff rises with other’s involvement. 

10.  More involvement – more politics – less gain. 

11.  Strong ones fight, weak ones give it up. 

12.  Political arms race. 

Part II – Consequence of results 

• No automatic convergence of representation – formation of equal political 

representation is not straightforward at all, efforts to support it face serious 

challenges. 

• Simple explanation for state expansion – If more politics means more state, 

development results more state.  

• Development boosts political investment, political investment decreases 

welfare – a politics based conditional convergence process.  

• Political collapse because of exit is more probable than because of voice – It 

is a higher danger for regimes with extreme inequality that people turn away from 

than to turn against them. 
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Main results 

• Demand analysis – a new question 

– Analyzing change of policy demand focusing on market structure 

– Promising framework for stakeholder analysis 

• Modeling bargaining – I made it simpler 

– A parsimonious cover story for policy bargaining with convincing results based on 

sound assumptions 

Further work 

• Build a unified setting to analyze market effects 

• Unify the policy demand and the policy bargaining story 

• Empirics - relevant policy outputs should be measured comparably in several 

independent policy units 

• Include public actors and suppliers of policy into the analysis of Public 

Development Activities 

 


